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2 of 2 review helpful Gustav was such a kind gentle man having come from such a cold uncaring mother whose on 
mother was horrible also I was a bit su By Sandra Dreyfus The book was so enjoyable I didn t want it to end Gustav 
was such a kind gentle man having come from such a cold uncaring mother whose on mother was horrible also I was a 
bit surprised at the ending as I saw Anton as cold and unloving It is also a good d Winner of the 2016 National Jewish 
Book Award for Fiction A breathtakingly radiant story of an unlikely childhood friendship that survives the test of 
time Gustav Perle grows up in a small town in Switzerland where the horrors of the Second World War seem only a 
distant echo An only child he lives alone with Emilie the mother he adores but who treats him with bitter severity He 
begins an intense friendship with a Jewish boy his ldquo Tremain is one of those few writers you trust completely 
when she goes to any unfamiliar territory historical or emotional hellip Tremain knows how to show all the terrible 
bleak things that can happen between mothers and sons hellip This most unconv 
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